ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The Close Combat Tactical Trainer (CCTT') is a collective training system in which armor and mechanized infantry units man full-crew simulators of their weapons systems to conduct unit training in a combined arms environment. Simulated elements replicate combat vehicles, weapons systems, and carunand and control elements networked using DIS protocols for real-time, fully interactive collective task training on computer generated terrain. The CC1'T system will initially support maneuver company uumnanders in planning. ecmdueting, and reviewing their unit's training on a h play, eomputergenerated synthetic battlefield. Contractor personnel will provide site support and assist the training unit cxmunander. CC'TT will not be designed or fielded to completely replaee field training, but rather it will augment that training. Some tasks will be better trained in CCTT, others better trained in the field. Part of the development effort will focus on supporting the training strategies for the type units that will use CCTT. CCTT development has a strong user focus because it is a cmmplex training system with a primary product of improving human perfornnance.
OVERVIEW OF THE CCTT REQUIREMENT
The Department of Army is chartered by Title 10 of the US Code to maintain a combat ready force able to protect U.S. interest at home and abroad.
Maintaining forces ready to perform that mission entails equipping, fielding, and training the force. The crew stations must. however, portray a "look and feel" that has sufllcient realism so as to create the correct perceptions in the training audience and at the same time allow them to perform those tasks which are cmcial to executing their unit battle tasks. Sacritkes in module fidelity must not impact task performance in such a manner that negative training occurs. All skills used in the simulators must be transferable to operational equipment.
The computer hardware and software used in CCTT will conform to emerging government standards. Operating systems standards prescribed by POSIX must be met. Inter simulator network communications must camply with the DIS protocol standards. The software environment will be the Ada programming language and any other information systems features (e.g., databases. user interfaces. etc.) will comply with prevailing government standards.
CC'TT is envisioned as the first of a family of simulators which will interroperate. It needs to be designed to insure the integration of future programs is feasible and affordable. In a similar vein. the software will be developed in reusable modules.
The government intends to reuse major portions of the CCTT sotlware code in other systems. therefore software components need to be developed and documented to support that goal. Where possible. software modules will be re-used within CCTf, this will both save development costs and test their reusability in finure programs. The standards pro~ide a mechanism to exchange this information between simulators in real time. DIS does not. howmer. specify the fidelity of @namics and kinematics simulation within the originating simulator.
Vehicle dynamics may be simulated at a great range of fidelities. Ground vehicle dynamics may include detailed soil. track. suspension. transmission. and engine models, or instead be based on a simple aggregate performance model.
Similarly. aircraft dymrnics may include complex aerodynamic and aeroelastic structural effects. or be based on simple linear models. Simulators that use any of these ddTerent internal models can be DIS compliant. All that is required for DIS compliance is that they emnmunicate the resulting location and orientation information using the DIS protocols ( Figure 5 ). However, being able to work within the DIS environment does not ensure that a system is able to work with other CAIT Systems such as the CCTT. The abili~to generate the appropriate DIS protocols and adhere to the key DIS architecture concepts is just an initial level of compatibility.
All of the components of the synthetic environment must be understood. These vehicles will appear and behave within the virtual battlefield no ditTerent than manned simulators. SAFOR will also be used to extend the friendly forces by filling in units with SAFOR controlled vehicles in place of crews operating simulators. This is the approach that will have to be used to execute the CFX mode described above. The rest of the vehicles in the leaden platoon (and all other platoons) would be emulated in the simulation using SAFOR.
FUTRE ROLE OF CCTT
The world in which the next generation of military leaders will operate will be si~lcantly different from that of the their predecessors. Gone is the monolithic Soviet threat.
Gone are the days of nearly unlimited maneuver opportunities and massive forward deployed forces.
As a result the challenges to maintaining rnilitmy readiness for the next fifty years are significantly different from those of the last f~years. The approaches which producai combat-ready units of the Cold War will no longer work.
Although not all constraints are new, we are already seeing the eff&ts of heightened constraints on unit readiness. We have seen drastic cuts in Department of Defense spending reduce force structure and the amount of funding to use for training tactical units.
This means less time in the field practicing warfighting skills.
Our force modernization efforts have produced a genemtion of weapon systems and tactics which require more training to realize their fi.dl potential than we needed against previous threats. During the Cold War, we trained on the ground in Europe that we would defend in war.
However. the change of focus from "forward deployed" to "force projection" means that units must train at home station to deploy anywhere in the world and fight on terrain that they may have never seen before. The political realities in the united Germany--herself subject to the environmental and fiscal constraints described above-have reduced our ability to train in local training areas, limiting the conduct of tactical exercises with equipment.
It is prudent to assume that these trends \vill continue-if anything. they will increase. Looking into this future. we see the need for training systems such as CC'I'T, using the technologies described above. to help maintain unit readiness. A battalion company commander preparing to take his line companies out for a field exercise would use CCIT to pretrain the selected missions that his companies will execute in the field. Upon returning from the field. he can use CCIT to post-train in several ways. He can retrain the unit on tasks he assessa.1 as needing more training.
He can train tasks the unit performed to standard. but under more difthdt conditions than he could in the field (e.g.. reduced visibility against a much larger enemy force).
And he can conduct training that he can not accomplish under existing constraints (e.g., danger close artillery fires, use of FASCAMM). In all cases, the commander is in charge of training his subordinate units. CCTT will be fielded with two different types of terrain represented in its Terrain Data Baaes (TDB)--temperate forestedagricukural and desert. A commander deploying to a trouble-spot will have the tools to trantiorm digital terrain data of that area into a TDB for use in CCTT'. Although such terrain-specific mission rehearsal is not an originaJ intent of CCIT. the SIMNET-T facility at Fort Stewart was used by the 24th Mechanized InfantIY Division to pretrain its tank and infantry platoons before deployment to Desert Storm. It is reasonable and prudent to anticipate similar uses of CC1'T in a fhture contingency. CCIT and the other CATT systems will be our generation's legacy to the next generation of Army leaders and soldiers.
